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ABSTRACT

Image stitching is a technique used to measure large surface areas with high resolution while maintaining a large field of
view. We work on improving data fusion by stitching in the field of microscopic analysis of technical surfaces for
structures and roughness. Guidance errors and imaging errors such as noise cause problems for seamless image fusion of
technical surfaces. The optical imaging errors of 3D Microscopes, such as confocal microscopes and white light
interferometers, as well as the guidance errors of their automated positioning systems have been measured to create a
software to simulate automated measurements of known surfaces with specific deviations to test new stitching
algorithms. We measured and incorporated radial image distortion, interferometer reference mirror shape deviations,
statistical noise, drift of the positional axis, on-axis-accuracy and repeatability of the used positioning stages and
misalignment of the CCD-Chip with respect to the axes of motion. We used the resulting simulation of the measurement
process to test a new image registration technique that allows for the use of correlation of images by fast fourier
transform for small overlaps between single measurements.
Keywords: stitching, data fusion, image acquisition, 3D microscopy, white-light interferometry, confocal microscopy,
image alignment

1. INTRODUCTION
The creation of high resolution images using white light interferometers (WLI) and confocal microscopes (CM) is a
technique often used in the inspection of technical surfaces [1-5]. The image acquisition process of the entire
measurement is subject of a great number of disturbing influences. This covers errors in the creation of single
measurements, the shortcomings in the positioning systems used for sensor to sample translation and the algorithms to
for registration and fusion of the measurement data. To accurately research the influence of the various error sources we
developed a simulation that encompasses the creation of simulated surfaces, the measurement by WLI and CM and the
translation of the sample by simulated positioning systems. To base our simulated error sources on reality we performed
measurements of the systematic and statistical errors of the microscopes available to us. We used the simulation for the
evaluation of an image registration algorithm we developed using measurement sets with known deviations.

2. OPTICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL MEASUREMENT ARTIFACTS
As the surface measurements are all generated by the same optical and computational instruments it is necessary to
characterize their errors occurring during imaging the surface. We measured and modeled the radial distortion by the lens
system, the statistical deviations in height measurements and the errors introduced to the measurement by imperfect
Mirau reference mirrors in WLI imaging.
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2.1 Distortions
The corrections of lens distortions are critical for the successful alignment and fusion of overlapping measurements. We
characterized the objectives of our microscopes by measuring chessboard surfaces on a microscope calibration chip.
Based on the positions of the corners of the squares we optimized the radial distortion transformation (eq. 1) [6,7]. It
states the position of a point on the image is a function of its real coordinates and its distance to the optical axis. The
transformation is expanded in orders of the dependency on the radial position. The criteria we used for optimization is
the uniformity of the vector grid of the chessboard. In an ideal chessboard the sides of all squares have equal lengths, the
edges along one direction are all parallel with respect to one another and perpendicular to the edges in the second
direction. After guessing the position of the optical axis based on the curvature of the grid a successive optimization for
increasingly higher order transformations is started until the error function converges.
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We analyzed the capabilities of our algorithm based on simulated chessboard surfaces and transformed them with known
distortion parameters and evaluated the difference of the edge positions before distortion and after correction. For
distortions in the range measured for our objective lenses we achieved remaining position errors in the range of one
pixel. For a successful operation of our algorithm it is necessary that the distance between the image center and the
position the optical axis is below 40% of the radius of the minimum bounding circle, centered at the image center, of the
image. Figure 1 shows a distorted chessboard measurement and equivalent image portions before and after distortion
correction.
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Figure 1: distorted measurement of chessboard with 50 µm pitch by a confocal microscope,
exhibiting pincushion distortion (left), after correction by square grid optimization (right)

2.2 Measurement Noise
The sources of noise in WLI and CM measurements are hard to identify as a number of influences can be its cause. The
noise of the actual CCD-chip used in the microscope is of course one of the sources, but as the stack images are only
used for the evaluation by a fitting function it is only a secondary source, along with quantization, short time illumination
changes, faulty z-position at the time of measurement and flaws of the fit algorithm used for stack evaluation. For now
we are only interested in the actual noise characteristic of the datasets of commercial WLI and CM’s and not the
influences of the distinct error sources. To identify the noise we measured a mirror standard about one hundred times
with a low resolution objective lens, to minimize the effects of lateral drift. After height drift correction we plotted a
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histogram for the deviation of each pixel from the median height value of that pixel. We found that the noise can be
described roughly by a Gaussian distribution, but especially for the WLI the distribution contained an asymmetric part
(Figure 2). To make maximum use of these measurements we use the measurement data as a noise distribution for our
virtual microscopes.
2.3 Systematical imaging error by Mirau reference mirror
The measurement noise of CM and WLI was investigated by repeated measurements of a plane mirror. First, 100
measurements were made without changing the mirror position. These images where used to identify z-axis-movement
errors through median height values and for identification of the standard deviation of noise signals after correction for zaxis-movements. These errors are explained in detail in section 2.2. After correction for z-axis- movement we
investigated the median image of the measurements (seen in Figure 3 left). The median image obviously contains ridges
and scratches of up to 10 nm in height. After repeating these measurements at different positions on the mirror with
similar results we measured the mirror at over 100 different positions and again used the median height value for each
pixel after correction for median height.
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Figure 2: deviations of the median pixel value for 100 measurements of a plane mirror by WLI and CM
and Gaussian fits for both distributions

The resulting measurement can be seen in Figure 3 right. This image is obviously the Mirau reference mirror
superimposed by the field curvature caused by the lenses. It is necessary to correct all measurements with this image as it
is superimposed to all measurements, especially with regard to measurements to be stitched as the field curvature
changes the overlap regions. This investigation also shows that measurements at one mirror position are not sufficient as
correctional measurements are still influenced by the height structure of the mirror, which is of the same height variation
as the errors introduced by the Mirau mirror and the lenses. These measurements allow us to simulate virtual mirror
surfaces for calibration purposes and the evaluation of effects of a realistic reference mirror.
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Figure 3: composite measurement of median height values of 100 measurements of a plane mirror using
a WLI showing surface effects of the plane mirror and the Mirau reference mirror, 100 times the same mirror
position (left), 100 times different mirror positions (right)

3. MOTION ERRORS
The acquisition of measurements for constructing high resolution, high field of view data of technical surfaces requires
the translation of either the sensor or the sample with respect to the other. Errors in the positioning can cause great
disturbance in the resulting image mosaic if not properly taken into account. We measured the misalignment of the CCDchip to the translational axis, the repeatability and on axis accuracy of the used positioning stages and the stage drift.
3.1 Misalignment of the CCD-chip
A crucial point in the image acquisition for image mosaics for later fusion by stitching is the correct and automated
translation of the sample with respect to the sensor [8]. If the axis of the translation stages are not aligned properly to the
sensor the images of the image mosaic contain a rotational deviation. The misalignment of the CCD-chip is easy to
discern by measuring repeatedly after translating the sample in a certain direction along one of the translational axis.
Each image is registered with respect to the previous image. Any alignment necessary in the direction perpendicular to
the axis of movement originates in misalignment of the CCD-chip. The angle between the x-axis of the chip and the xaxis of the stage can be calculated as the arcsine of the quotient of the effective y-translation and the x-translation. By
adding additional movements along the second axis this effect can be reduced.

Figure 4: Misalignment of the CCD-Chip with respect to the translational axis, measurements related to one another by translation
along x-axis (exterior), image registration shows y-axis translation (interior)

3.2 Repeatability and on axis accuracy
The accuracy with which a certain position along an axis can be achieved is called the repeatability whilst the positional
deviation from the axis along the perpendicular axis is called the on-axis-accuracy. To measure these we used a
calibration chip and a recognizable target area and performed repeated measurements whilst moving the sample by one
third of the field of measurement along one axis, alternating the movement direction. The images are now registered
using our algorithm (see section 5) and the spread of coordinates is evaluated. It is important to compensate the angle
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between CCD-chip and movement axis to correctly separate on-axis-accuracy and repeatability. Evaluating 200
movement pairs for different objective lenses we measured a maximum relative axial error for the highest resolution
objective (mag. 50x, NA 0.8), with a spread of 20.8 % relative deviation for a 22.48 µm movement with a on-axis errorspread of 345 nm.
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Figure 5: relative axial error for 22.48 µm of movement (left), on-axis-error (right)

3.3 Drift of positioning axis
Drift was measured by using high resolution measurements (numerical aperture 0.8) and a resolution standard. A surface
area easy to identify is targeted and periodically measured, then the measurements are registered to the first measurement
using correlation by fast fourier transform (CFFT). The median height difference is calculated for each overlap area.
With progressing time the position of the surface changes with respect to the measurement volume.
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Figure 6: Result of CFFT based image registration of long term measurement of resolution standard
(20 hours, measured every 3 minutes, first 15 minutes undocumented (measurement preparation)). Top: measured height drift (left)
and lateral drift (right). Bottom: first (left) and last (right) measurement of the series (using the same height scale)
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Measurements were performed for 20 hours every three minutes. In this time the surface to sensor distance changed by
4.3 µm and the target moved by 9.2 µm along the y-axis. The displacement per time is shown in Figure 6. By
linearization of the beginning of the drift movements it is easy to calculate the drift speed for y- and z-axis to 2 nm/s and
1 nm/s respectively. Considering the typical measurement time for single stack images of about 0.05 s with a distance
between the points of measurement of 20 to 80 nm in height it becomes obvious that the influence of drift is small on
single measurements. The lateral drift on the other hand is in the range of 10 to 40 nm per measurement. For high
resolution measurements this can be up to a quarter of a pixel, which blurs the measurement. The drift also influences the
generation of the image mosaic and leads to necessary alignment corrections.

4. SIMULATIONS
Our goal is to investigate image processing techniques for image alignment and fusion for high resolution, large field of
view measurements. To investigate stitching algorithms for 2.5D microscopy without being dependent on special
microscopes and surfaces we need generalized imaging systems and surface standards. This is achieved easiest by
simulating the surfaces, imaging systems, translation systems and image processing software necessary based on real
components.
4.1 Surface Simulation
The simulated surfaces to be measured have a five to ten times higher resolution than the resulting measurements. This is
done to allow for the possibility of very rough surfaces, which make the evaluation of surface topography more
problematic, as well as subpixel positioning errors which degrade the fusion result. The surfaces are created by random
sinus signals with periodicities between two to ten times of the image size for form deviations and one tenth to one of the
image size for waviness. The roughness is simulated by a white noise signal with a resolution of twice (for very rough
surfaces) to one tenth of the resolution of the generated surface, which is then interpolated using cubic Delaunay
interpolation. This simulates different grain sizes and keeps the surface continuous despite the uncorrelated random
surface geometry. Finally we simulate polishing of the surfaces by using a histogram based threshold height to cut off
higher values and add another Gaussian distributed noise simulating non-uniform polishing and cluttering of valleys by
debris caused by the polishing. Sample surfaces can be seen in Figure 7.
The generated surfaces usually have 16 to 56 megapixels to allow for a number of simulated measurements on the same
surface. As the surface is effectively down sampled by a factor of 5 to 10 only an area of 1 to 4 megapixels remains
available for evaluation of measurement and stitching techniques.
4.2 Measurement Simulation
The measurement simulation is carried out in the following order. First, the measurement path over the surface is
calculated, including deviations from the perpendicular grid by CCD chip rotation against the x- and y-axis. In the next
step the highest gradients of the surface are calculated based on the height values and the physical resolution of the
surface (not to be mistaken for the physical resolution of the optical system!). As the maximum measurable surface angle
is dependent on the refractive index and the numerical aperture, not measureable surface pixels are identified by these
gradients and these pixels contribute zero intensity to the stack images. Future work will include the use of bidirectional
reflactive scattering distribution functions (BRDF) for various surface materials and states [9]. The measurement starts at
the lowest point of the desired measuring range and creates a stack image based on eq. 2 (WLI) or eq. 3 (CM) modeled
on [10] and [11] respectively.
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(3)

Here is the intensity in dependenence of the height, $
is the spectral density of the used light source in dependence
of the wavenumber , (" is a constant phase, /" is the maximum angle of reflected light, the refractive index of the
surrounding medium, ! is the vertical position and !" is the height of the surface.
For each step in z-direction a new set of deviations from the optimum positions is generated based on drift, on-axis
deviations and jitter. The influence of these for each of the 3 axis involved in objective and sample position can be preset
by the user or generated at random based on descriptive parameters. The spectrum of the used lighting can be varied for
different measurements and spectral changes due to thermal effects are also easy to implement. After each stack image is
generated it is filtered with a Point-Spread-Function with a width based on the axial distance of the surface from the
focus position to simulate light scattering. As the resolution of the stack image is still higher than physically possible, the
now filtered stack image is down sampled by averaging over 25 to 100 pixels to generate the measurement stack image
used for evaluation by the virtual microscope. By this means we incorporate problems due to missing intensity
contributions, which result in missing values (NANs). The evaluation of the stacks is performed using parabolic fitting of
the intensity stack or the envelope of the intensity or a fit of a sinus signal enveloped with a Gaussian, as eq. 3 would
suggest for a Gaussian formed spectral density in a WLI.
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Figure 7: Set of sample surfaces generated by our method, incorporating roughness trough Gaussian noise and interpolation
as well as waviness and form by sine signals with varying frequencies. The second row shows the surfaces in the
first row after our polishing simulation. Each image is 2500 by 2500 pixels and represents a measurement area
for 500 by 500 pixels each of which represents 160 nm.
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5. IMPROVED IMAGE ALIGNMENT BY CORRELATION USING FAST FOURIER
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH 1D-FEATURE FUNCTIONS
5.1 Correlation by fast fourier transformation (CFFT)
Correlation is a standard method for image registration but computationally expensive. Using the convolution theorem
for fourier transformation in two dimensions a computationally cheap method for image registration becomes available
[7]. For large overlaps the correlation function by fast fourier transform (eq. 4) becomes a sharp peak. As the convolution
by fourier transform uses periodic boundaries the correlation function becomes more complicated as the overlap between
the convoluted images shrinks. Also prior knowledge of the translation direction is necessary due to the periodic
boundary condition. In microscopic image stitching we generally have knowledge of the translation direction so CFFT is
applicable. As mentioned before the overlaps between bordering images of the mosaic need to be relatively large (50 to
30 percent), which increases the time for measurement of the surface drastically. To alleviate this problem we developed
an algorithm to minimize the window size of the convoluted images roughly to the actual overlap.
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Figure 8: Overlapping simulated measurements with 18% overlap (left) and their cross-correlogram by CFFT (right)

5.2 Algorithm
Image registration techniques that use integral intensity along columns and rows of images have been investigated in the
past [12, 13]. In commercial WLI and CM the measurements usually are exported not as intensity image stacks but rather
as already evaluated height matrices. Using integral height along rows and columns is more dependent on height changes
due to drift and, if used, the auto focus repositioning but can also be used for quick image registration. As stitching of
measurement sets by WLI and CM is purely translational, aside from optical distortions, the correlation by fast fourier
transformation (CFFT) is a fast and noise robust method for image registration that can also be applied to 2.5D data. But
CFFT is of limited use once the overlap area percentage becomes small. The registration accuracy decreases for larger
translations, usually at 40% to 20% overlap area. By restricting the area of the images compared to one another this
effect can be countermanded, but it requires prior knowledge of the overlap area. We developed the idea of image
registration based on integral height along the columns for pure translations along the row axis to incorporate other types
of functions based on the height distribution along the columns. By adding other functions of the height values we
increase the available information for the registration process without needing the entire image and thereby decreasing
the computing time compared to cross correlation. We use the standard deviation, the maximum and the minimum along
the columns as well as the same functions based on the gradients perpendicular to the columns. By minimizing the
square difference of the normalized translated functions for both images we are able to find the overlap area, though true
registration is not achieved as the loss of information by restricting us to 8 functions is too high. By including more
feature functions, based on surface curvature and periodicity for example, the accuracy of the algorithm could be
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increased at the cost of computing time. As the estimation of the overlap by our algorithm is very robust we use it to
decrease the area of the height matrices used for CFFT and then compose the true alignment coordinates by the two data
as it is currently more time efficient as well as robust against noise. Using our algorithm on simulated measurements we
were able to register images using CFFT with overlap areas of 7% and higher (Figure 9). Interestingly the algorithm
works best on simulated measurement data overlaid with noise as described in section 2.2. This might be the result of
aliasing effects of the simulated surfaces with respect to the down sampling by the measurement simulation and needs
further research to increase the effectiveness of our simulation.
5.3 Results of simulation
We performed simulated WLI measurements of overlapping surface areas of 10 simulated surfaces by stepwise
decreasing the overlap from 50% to 0% and registered the resulting measurements using traditional CFFT and our
algorithm (Figure 9).
We used a radial distortion as measured with our CM (section 2.1), overlaid the images with noise as high as our CM,
used a scratched Mirau reference mirror represented by an “LUH” of 10 nm in height, the CCD-Chip was rotated against
the translational axis by 6° (section 3.1), used an on-axis-accuracy with a 5% percent spread (section 3.2) and a lateral
drift of 1/√2 pixels per image measurement (section 3.3). The results show a clear increase in accuracy for small
overlaps down to 7% of the image size.
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Figure 9: comparison of shifts found by CFFT and 1D-feature functions followed by CFFT (1DFF + CFFT)

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We developed a simulation of microscopic imaging using white light interferometers and confocal microscopes using
realistic optical, processing and positioning error sources for the simulation of image mosaic measurements for later
stitching of measurement data. We used this simulation to create measurement data of simulated technical surfaces
which we used to evaluate an algorithm developed by us to increase the usability of correlation by fast fourier
transformation, by decreasing the necessary overlaps down to 8% of the image size. This is done by preregistering the
images using 1D feature functions of the intensity along image columns.
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We will incorporate more complex models for the microscopes and surfaces to resemble real optics and surfaces more
closely, implement sample material based parameters like dispersive refractive indices and BRDF like light scattering
and use the simulation to test other algorithms for image registration, in example SURF based or mutual information
algorithms.
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